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Abstract: Yuan et al. recently introduced a password-based group key transfer protocol that uses secret sharing, which they claim to
be efficient and secure [9]. We remark its resemblance to the construction of Harn and Lin [1], which Nam et al. proved vulnerable to a
replay attack [3]. It is straightforward that the same attack can be mount against Yuan et al.’s protocol, proving that the authors’ claim
is false. In the same paper, Nam et al. propose a countermeasure thatmay also apply to Yuan et al.’s protocol. However, we show that
their protocol remains susceptible to an insider attack (even if it stands against the replay attack): any malicious participant can recover
the long-term secret password of any other user and therefore becomes able to compute group keys he is unauthorized to know.
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1 Introduction

In order to benefit of secure group-oriented applications
(such as group video conferences or group text
communication), multiple users need to share a common
secret cryptographic key, which is obtained as the output
of agroup key establishment protocol(GKE).

GKE protocols divide into two classes:group key
transfer(GKT) - a privileged party called Key Generation
Center (KGC) selects a key and securely distributes it to
the qualified users - andgroup key agreement(GKA) - all
parties collaborate to compute a common secret key.

Yuan et al. recently introduced a GKT protocol based
on secret sharing [9]. A secret sharing schemesplits a
secret into multiple shares such that only authorized set of
shares may lead to the reconstruction of the secret. They
are widely used for constructing GKT protocols due to
the advantages they offer [5]. Such examples include the
protocols of Pieprzyk and Li [5], Sáez [6], Harn and Lin
[1], Hsu et al. [2] and Sun et al. [8].

Many recent papers that describe new GKT protocols
lack a formal security proof, which leads to vulnerabilities.
This is the case of Harn and Li’s protocol that was proved
susceptible to replay attacks [3] or Sun et al.’s protocol that
was proved susceptible to insiders attacks and known key
attacks [4].

This work enriches the list by introducing an attack on
Yuan et al.’s protocol. We first remark its resemblance to
the Harn and Lin’s protocol [1] and highlight that it
preserves the same vulnerability to replay attacks. More,
we show that even if the construction is improved to stand
against this kind of attacks, Yuan et al.’s protocol is
susceptible to insider attacks: a malicious participant can
recover group keys he is unqualified to know. Therefore,
we prove that the construction is totally insecure.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section
contains the preliminaries. Section 3 describes Yuan et
al.’s protocol and its striking resemblance to the protocol
that Harn and Lin had introduced three years before. We
also notice that the replay attack mounted against the
initial protocol persists for Yuan et al.’s protocol. Section
4 introduces the insider attack that remains valid even if
the protocol stands against the replay attack. Section 5
concludes.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Key Confidentiality

Confidentiality represents the main security goal of GKE
protocols. It assures that the group key is available to
authorized participants only and no other party can
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recover it, even if the protocol runs for several times
(sessions).

Adversaries against key confidentiality are
categorized into two types:insiders and outsiders. An
insider is a genuine participant who may take part to the
protocol, while an outsider is always unqualified. A
protocol is susceptible to insider attacks if an insider
becomes able to compute session keys he is unauthorized
for. Similarly, it is vulnerable to outsider attacks if an
outsider is capable to reveal any session key. The main
advantage of an insider is that he can honestly initiate and
take part to protocol sessions.

Section 4 will introduce an insider attack against Yuan
et al.’s protocol, which permits a participant to find the
long-term secrets of other users that he further uses to
disclose session keys he is unauthorized to know.

2.2 Shamir’s Secret Sharing

A secret sharing scheme is a method to split a secret into
multiple shares that are distributed to participants via
secured channels. The secret can be recovered only when
the members of an authorized set of users combine their
shares together.

Yuan et al. base their protocol on Shamir’s secret
scheme [7], which we describe next.

Let mbe the number of users,{U1, . . . ,Um} the users,S
the secret to be shared andq a large prime number (q> m
andq> S). A dealer:

1. choosesm distinct and public elementsx1,x2, . . . , xm
∈ Zq for the participants (xi for Ui , i = 1, . . . ,m).

2. picks at−1 degree random polynomial

f (x) = a0+a1x+ · · ·+at−1xt−1 (mod q) (1)

such thata0 = Sandai ∈ Zq, i = 1, . . . , t−1.
3. transmits the sharef (xi) to the participantUi , i =

1, . . . ,m, via a secure channel.

The reconstruction is based on polynomial
interpolation: given at leastt points (xi , f (xi)) with
distinctxi ’s, the unique polynomialf (x) can be found as:

f (x) =
t

∑
i=1

f (xi) ∏
1≤ j≤t,i 6= j

x−x j

xi−x j
(2)

The secretS is evaluated asf (0). Notice that anyt or
more participants can recover the secret, but less thant
users obtain no information.

3 Yuan et al.’s Protocol

3.1 Protocol Description

Yuan et al. recently introduced a password-based GKT
protocol [9] that uses Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [7].

Figure1 describes the protocol and uses the following
notations:m the number of possible users,{U1, . . . ,Um}
the set of all users,{U1, . . . ,Ut} the set of participants to a
given session (after reordering),h1 and h2 two
collision-resistant hash functions,←R a random choice
from a specified set of values,|| the string concatenation.

3.2 Comparison to Harn and Lin’s Protocol

Yuan et al.’s proposal looks remarkably similar to a
protocol introduced three years before by Harn and Lin
[1]. Figure 2 describes a version of the original protocol
that achieves users authentication but ignores key
confirmation.

An obvious difference between the two constructions
consists in the long-term secrets that are shared between
the users and the KGC: Yuan et al.’s protocol requires a
password pwi = pwix|| pwiy, while Harn and Lin’s
protocol needs a secret pair(xi ,yi) (Users Registration
Phase). The computational relation between the long-term
secret and the random chosen numbers also differs:pwix
tries to mask ki (steps 1.2 and 3.2), whileRi is
computational unrelated toxi or yi and sent in clear (step
3.3). We will show in Section4 that the relation between
pwix, pwiy andki reveals a new attack.

A second difference is that in Yuan et al.’s protocol
the valuesMi used to authenticate the random numberski
depend on the group members of the current session
(steps 1.2 and 3.2), while in Harn and Lin’s protocol
Authi is independent of the current session group (step
3.2). We will consider this in the next subsection, when
we will briefly analyze the applicability of Nam et al.’s
attack against Yuan et al.’s protocol.

A last notable difference appears in Round 4: the KGC
sendst messages in case of Yuan et al.’s protocol (step 4.7),
while a single broadcast message is enough in case of Harn
and Lin’s protocol (step 4.6). The former construction is
therefore less efficient than the latter in this stage.

3.3 Nam et al.’s Replay Attack

Nam et al. prove that Harn and Lin’s protocol is
susceptible to a replay attack [3]: an adversaryUa,
1≤ a≤ m can disclose the long-term secret of a userUi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= a. This gives the attacker the ability to
obtain the key of any sessionUi participates in, even ifUa
is not a qualified party for the session.

We briefly describe the attack next. The adversary
eavesdrop on a protocol session for whichUi is qualified
and finds (Ri ,Authi) (step 3.3). Then he initiates two
sessions(s1) and(s2), requesting to share a key withUi .
In both sessions he performs the same actions: he
impersonate the qualified userUi by sending the
eavesdropped message(Ri ,Authi) and behaves honestly
in sending his own message(Ra,Autha).
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Initialization
TheKGC selects 2 large primesp andq and computesn= pq;

Users Registration
Each userUi , i = 1, . . . ,m, shares a long-term secret passwordpwi = pwix||pwiy with theKGC.

Round 1
UserU1:

1.1. choosesk1←
R
Zn;

1.2. computesK1 = pw1x+k1 andM1 = h1(U1, . . . ,Ut ,k1);
1.3. sends a key generation request:

U1→ KGC : (U1,{U1, . . . ,Ut},K1,M1)

Round 2
TheKGC:

2.1. computesk1 = K1− pw1x;
2.2. checks ifM1 = h1(U1, . . . ,Ut ,k1);

If the equality does not hold, he quits;
2.3. broadcasts:

KGC→∗: {U1, . . . ,Ut}

Round 3
Each userUi , i = 2, . . . , t:

3.1. chooseski ←
R
Zn;

3.2. computesKi = pwix +ki andMi = h1(U1, . . . ,Ut ,ki);
3.3. sends:

Ui → KGC : (Ui ,{U1, . . . ,Ut},Ki ,Mi)

Round 4
TheKGC:

4.1. computeski = Ki − pwix, i=2,. . . ,t;
4.2. checks ifMi = h1(U1, . . . ,Ut ,ki), i=2,. . . ,t;

If at least one equality does not hold, he quits;
4.3. selects 2 random numbersxta andyta of lengths equal topwix andpwiy;
4.4. generates the polynomialf (x) of degreet that passes through thet +1 points(xta,yta),
(pw1x, pw1y+k1), . . . , (pwtx, pwty+kt);
4.5. computest additional pointsP1, . . . ,Pt of f (x);
4.6. computes the verification messagesVi = h2(U1, . . . ,Ut ,P1, . . . ,Pt ,ki), i = 1, . . . , t;
4.7. sends,i = 1, . . . , t:

KGC→Ui : (P1, . . . ,Pt ,Vi)

Key Computation
Each userUi , i = 1, . . . , t:

5.1. checks ifVi = h2(U1, . . . ,Ut ,P1, . . . ,Pt ,ki);
If the equality does not hold, he quits;

5.2. computes the group keyf (0) by interpolating the pointsP1, . . . ,Pt and(pwix, pwiy +ki).

Fig. 1: Yuan et al.’s Group Key Transfer Protocol [9]

KGC generates two polynomialsf (x)(s1) and f (x)(s2),
one for each session:

f (x)(s1) = a(s1)x
2+b(s1)x+c(s1)

f (x)(s2) = a(s2)x
2+b(s2)x+c(s2)

(3)

We stress thatUa knows the coefficients of bothf (x)(s1)

and f (x)(s2), because he is authorized for both sessions.

Since f (xi)(s1) = f (xi)(s2) = yi ⊕ Ri and
f (xa)(s1) = f (xa)(s2) = ya⊕Ra, xi andxa are two roots of
the quadratic equation:

(a(s1)−a(s2))x
2+(b(s1)−b(s2))x+(c(s1)−c(s2)) = 0 (4)
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Initialization
TheKGC selects 2 large safe primesp andq (i.e. p′ = p−1

2 andq′ = q−1
2 are also primes) and computesn= pq;

Users Registration
Each userUi , i = 1, . . . ,m, shares a long-term secret(xi ,yi) ∈ Z

∗
n×Z

∗
n with theKGC;

Round 1
UserU1:

1.1. sends a key generation request:
U1→ KGC : {U1, . . . ,Ut}

Round 2
TheKGC:

2.1. broadcasts:
KGC→∗: {U1, . . . ,Ut}

Round 3
Each userUi , i = 1, . . . , t:

3.1. choosesRi ←
R
Z
∗
n;

3.2. computesAuthi = h(xi ,yi ,Ri);
3.3. sends:

Ui → KGC : (Ri ,Authi)

Round 4
TheKGC:

4.1. checks ifAuthi = h(xi ,yi ,Ri), i = 1, . . . , t;
If at least one equality does not hold, he quits;

4.2. selects a group keyk←R
Z
∗
n;

4.3. generates the polynomialf (x) of degreet that passes through thet +1 points(0,k),(x1,y1⊕R1), . . . ,
(xt ,yt ⊕Rt);
4.4. computest additional pointsP1, . . . ,Pt of f (x);
4.5. computes the authentication messageAuth= h(k,U1, . . . ,Ut ,R1, . . . ,Rt ,P1, . . . ,Pt);
4.6. broadcasts:

KGC→∗: (P1, . . . ,Pt ,Auth)

Key Computation
Each userUi , i = 1, . . . , t:

5.1. computes the group keyk= f (0) by interpolating the pointsP1, . . . ,Pt and(xi ,yi ⊕Ri);
5.2. checks ifAuth= h(k,U1, . . . ,Ut ,R1, . . . ,Rt ,P1, . . . ,Pt);

If the equality does not hold, he quits.

Fig. 2: Harn and Lin’s Group Key Transfer Protocol [1]

The adversaryUa finds the valuexi as:

xi = x−1
a (a(s1)−a(s2))

−1(c(s1)−c(s2)) (5)

Then, he computesyi from f (xi)(sj ) = yi⊕Ri , for any j =
1,2. In conclusion, the adversary succeeds his goal and
reveals the long-term secret(xi ,yi). For more details, the
reader may refer to the original paper [3].

We remark that the attack remains available for Yuan
et al.’s protocol also: the attacker eavesdrops on the
message(Ui ,{Ui ,Ua},Ki ,Mi) (step 3.3) and then use it to
impersonateUi to the KGC. We omit the details to avoid
repetition. The applicability of the replay attack

apparently narrows: a session between the adversaryUa
and the userUi must previously exist, otherwise the KGC
quits in step 4.2 (the authorization stringMi depends on
the current group members). However, sinceUa is an
insider, he may initiate the needed session by himself.
Compared to the original protocol, the attack only
requires an extra session.

In the same paper, Nam et al.’s propose a
countermeasure for the replay attack [3]: the KGC
broadcasts a random valueR0 ∈ Z

∗
n along with the

participants listU1, . . . , Ut (step 2.1). Then, each party
uses this value (together with{U1, . . . , Ut}) to compute
the authorization stringAuthi as Authi = h(xi ,yi ,
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Ri ,R0,{U1, . . . ,Ut}), i = 1, . . . , t (step 3.2). The same
approach stands for Yuan et al.’s protocol: the KGC
broadcasts a randomk0 along with the participants list
(step 2.3) and the users (including the initiatorU1)
compute the valuesMi asMi = hi(U1, . . . , Ut , ki ,k0) (step
3.2). Again, we omit the details to avoid repetition.

We claim that even if Yuan et al.’s protocol is improved
to avoid replay attacks, it still remains vulnerable to insider
attacks. The next session introduces an example to support
our affirmation.

4 Insider Attack

LetUa, 1≤ a≤mbe an attacker whose goal is to reveal the
long-term secret password of a userUi , 1≤ i ≤ m, i 6= a.
This knowledge further permits him to compute all session
keysUi is qualified for. Unlike the replay attack proposed
by Nam et al. and described in the previous section, in our
attackUa behaves honestly and does not impersonateUi .

The adversary initiates two sessions(s1) and (s2) of
the protocol, requesting to share a key withUi . So, he is
qualified to recover the coefficients of the polynomials
f (x)(s1) and f (x)(s2) by interpolation (Key Computation
Phase):

f (x)(s1) = a(s1)x
2+b(s1)x+c(s1)

f (x)(s2) = a(s2)x
2+b(s2)x+c(s2)

(6)

Since(pwix, pwiy +ki (s1)) and(pwix, pwiy +ki (s2)) are
valid points off (x)(s1) and respectivelyf (x)(s2), Equations
(6) become:

pwiy +ki (s1) = a(s1)pw2
ix +b(s1)pwix +c(s1)

pwiy +ki (s2) = a(s2)pw2
ix +b(s2)pwix +c(s2)

(7)

We emphasize that the attacker does not knowki (s1)
andki (s2), but he may eavesdrop onKi (s1) andKi (s2) (step
3.3). The following hold from the definition ofKi (step
3.2):

pwiy +ki (s1) = pwiy +Ki (s1)− pwix

pwiy +ki (s2) = pwiy +Ki (s2)− pwix
(8)

Replacing Equations (8) in Equations (7) leads to:

pwiy = a(s1)pw2
ix +(b(s1)+1)pwix +c(s1)−Ki (s1)

pwiy = a(s2)pw2
ix +(b(s2)+1)pwix +c(s2)−Ki (s2)

(9)

We eliminatepwiy from Equations (9) and introduce
the following notations:

A(s1s2) = a(s1)−a(s2)

B(s1s2) = b(s1)−b(s2)

C(s1s2) = c(s1)−c(s2)− (Ki (s1)−Ki (s2))
(10)

It follows that:

A(s1s2)pw2
ix +B(s1s2)pwix +C(s1s2) = 0 (11)

We highlight that the attacker knows the valuesA(s1s2),
B(s1s2) andC(s1s2). However, it is believed to be hard to
compute the valuepwix without solving the Equation (11)
(mod p) and (mod q), which resumes to the factorization
problem. Hence, the attacker cannot reveal the long-term
secret password yet.

The adversary follows the same strategy as before for
two other sessions(s3) and(s4) to acquire:

A(s3s4)pw2
ix +B(s3s4)pwix +C(s3s4) = 0 (12)

The attacker now findspwix as the solution of the
equation system formed by Equation (11) and Equation
(12):

pwix =
A(s1s2)C(s3s4)−A(s3s4)C(s1s2)

A(s3s4)B(s1s2)−A(s1s2)B(s3s4)
(mod n) (13)

OnceUa obtainspwix, he computespwiy as:

pwiy = f (pwix)(sj )−Ki (sj )+ pwix (14)

for any j = 1, . . . ,4. In conclusion, the attacker
achieves his goal: he exposes the long-term secret
password of the userUi .

The attack assumes that the protocol allows multiple
sessions between the same parties. This is a natural
assumption, since the secret key should be changed
periodically for security reasons. However, if it is
considered suspicious that a single user initiates the
protocol multiple times with the same other participant, a
coalition of insiders may mount the attack: each attacker
initializes a different session with the victimUi and
finally they cooperate to disclose the long-term key
passwordpwix||pwiy.

5 Conclusions

Yuan et al. recently defined a password-based group key
transfer protocol that uses secret sharing [9]. Unlike the
authors claim that it provides key confidentiality, we
prove the opposite: their construction is vulnerable to
insider attacks. First, we remark its similarity to the
protocol of Harn and Lin back in 2010 [1]. This makes it
susceptible to the replay attack that Nam et al. initially
introduced for Harn and Lin’s construction [3]. Second,
we propose a new attack, which shows that the protocol
remains vulnerable to insiders attack even if it is
improved to stand against replay attacks.
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